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Planets & 
Exoplanets

Brown 
Dwarfs

Stars
(Fueled by Nuclear Fusion)

Up to ~13x
Jupiter’s mass

~13x to 80x 
Jupiter’s mass

Over ~80x 
Jupiter’s mass

What do we mean when we say exoplanet? 
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Where we are now 
(as of 1 week ago)

1. We can’t YET detect 
solar system analogs

2. We can detect the SAME 
planet with multiple 
methods.

3. The Universe makes 
some planets for which 
we have no solar system 
analogs.

4. All these detection 
methods probe already 
formed planets.

Takeaways

“Hot Jupiters”

“Super 
Earths”

Distant Super 
Jupiters



Most exoplanets discovered are not young

Aguirre+2015
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Most are:

● Around hydrogen burning stars

● At least a billion years old 

(usually Earth’s age or older)

The only remnants these systems 

have of their formative years are 

their debris disks (like our asteroid 

or Kuiper belt)

MacGregor et al. 2017



How do exoplanets form & how do we detect 
them during their formation? 

a) Can it tell us anything about how our solar system formed? 
b) Can it explain the variety of exoplanets already discovered?

a) “Super-Jupiters”, “Super-Earths”, etc”



Credit: Bill Saxton, NRAO/AUI/NSF

1. Giant cloud 
of gas and dust 
in interstellar 
space.

2. Clumps 
begin to form 
within the 
cloud.

3. Dense cores, 
precursors to 
stars, form 
within clumps.

4. Cores condense into 
young stars surrounded by 
dusty disks.

5. Planets form 
from the disks 
forming a solar 
system. 



Dark cloud cores

1 pc = 3.3 ly

a)

c)

b) t=0

Gravitational collapse

10000 AU

Protostar, embedded in 
8000 AU envelope; 
disk; outflow

t ~ 104 - 105 yr

e)

100 AU

d) t ~ 105 - 106 yr

T Tauri star, disk, outflow

t ~ 106 - 107 yr

Pre-main-sequence 
star, remnant disk

100 AU

t > 107 yr

Main-sequence star, 
planetary system

50 AU

f)

Waelkens 2001



The amateur eye view of planet formation







Gas:  99%
Dust ~1%

Dust collides, clumps, and grows 
into grains

Smaller grains are 
swept up by 
the gas

Larger grains 
drift inward 

Grains get trapped and 
combine to form 
planetesimals

Planet cores grow by 
accreting planetesimals

Slide inspired by: Pinilla IAU 2015NASA/FUSE/Lynette Cook



Venturini+2020



Detection Method 1: Disks as 
“signposts” of planets



1. Gaps carved by planets 

DSHARP/Andrews+2018



Spiral/Cavity/Rings=> Giant Planets Gaps/Rings => Low-Mass Planets

Andrews 2020



Img: Bin Ren (Caltech)

You can watch a spiral arm move over time to 
determine whether an unseen planet could be 
“dragging” the arm (Ren et al. 2020)



Detection method 2: Direct imaging 
of (Proto-)Planets



Obstacle: High Contrast
Host star is bright - 1-2 million times brighter than planet. 
Doesn’t matter when you’re monitoring the star to detect the 
planet (like transits/RV/etc) but for direct imaging…



1-2 million times fainter

Separated by 0.0001 degs NASA



Solutions to high contrast
- Coronagraphs: block the light from the star physically
- Differential Imaging: model and remove the starlight 

computationally



Obstacles: Resolution
Planets orbit close to their 
hosts; when host is far away, 
angular distance decreases 
drastically

(img: Robert W. O’Connell)



Solutions to resolution: 
Adaptive optics & big telescopes



Result:
HR 8799,
Directly imaged 
giant planets



Result:
PDS 70,
forming gas 
giants observed 
within a disk gap

Img: ESO/A. Müller et al. 

Forming, you say?







Proto-planets are actively accreting material, and accretion 
drives line emission :0

Hydrogen gas falls 
onto star, 
gravitational PE 
converted to KE 
converted to heat,
heated hydrogen 
becomes optically 
thin, emits line 
emission

Slide credit: Kate Follette



Simultaneous Differential Imaging

Slide credit: Kate FolletteWavelength
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The posterchildren: accreting protoplanets PDS 70 b & c

H-alpha image shows excess in two locations 
coincident with NIR locations; the planets are emitting 
line emission! 

They must therefore be pulling gas and dust from the 
disk environment onto their surfaces, and growing in 
mass



NASA/JPL

What do we mean when we say directly imaged companion?





HD 142527 system

B
(light from A removed)

Disk
(light from A removed)

🪐 HD 142527A (F6V type, 2MSun) is the central host star of 

this young, complex solar system

🪐 Surrounded by a disk

🪐 Companion (HD142527B) discovered within cavity

🔭 Orbits A at a distance of ~13AU

🔭 M type star, ~0.1MSun (tiny compared to A)

🔭 Currently growing in mass by pulling gas from disk 

onto surface (accreting)

🔭 Likely sculpting the disk to some extent (but to 

what extent?)



My science questions

🔭Is the companion solely responsible for carving 
this cavity?

🪐If it is on a polar orbit (w.r.t the outer disk) 

it may be solely responsible for the cavity 

(Price et al. 2018)

🪐If not:

🌠Are there additional planets that could 

help carve the gap?

🌠Is it carved by some stellar 

phenomena?

🔭Determine the orbit of the companion to find out!
Img: Price et al. 2018



Result: Spectral Differential Imaging



Result: Forward modeling





Result: Most complete orbit fit to-date



Close in (as expected)

Range of eccentricities 
(how far out does it 
go? Will have a better 
idea soon – as me 
about calibrating the 
telescope) 

Disk is at 30 deg 
so 120-30 = 90 

My future work includes 
finishing the orbit fitting 
analysis, submitting my thesis, 
writing up the paper, etc



What does research actually look like?



What does research actually look like? cont.

Working really hard on an application… 

Continuing to work hard…

(20+ REU applications 
over two summers)



What does research actually look like? cont.

Not giving up! (applied to 10+ grad schools) Got into 5+ grad schools!

(got support from 
my Primary research 

advisor, summer 
research advisor, 

letter writer, 
therapist, friends, 

family)

(started 3 months 
early, worked with 
writing center to 
review essays 5+ 

times, got 
advice/comments 

from grad students 
at other schools) 



What does research actually look like? cont.

Undergrad 
astrophysicist 

can do



How can you get started?

- Connect with potential advisors
- Connect with potential mentors (what’s the difference?)

- Summer REUs (application season dec-feb, need 2-3 letters of rec)
- Other summer programs (Banneker Inst., TAURUS @ UT Austin, etc)
- Upper-level coursework (ASTR 337, 341) give you research experience and a chance 

to take observations/do projects
- Zooniverse projects (DiskDetective, Backyard Worlds, Planet Hunters Tess, etc)

There’s so much astronomy to do, and a lot you can do as a citizen scientist! The real 
bottlenecks are funding, experience, and outreach.
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How did these massive planets 
get so close?
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Planetary Migration
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Radius

Kepler 223

NASA/JPL



Credit: D. Fabrycky and C. Migazewski

Kepler 223


